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Friends often ask me about my travels to China, 
expecting tales of both harrowing roadside 
outhouses and supremely sublime food. While 
I have tales galore about those two subjects, as 

I have visited China at least once 
a year since 1982, I realized that 
many of my other experiences 
may serve to offer a better 
understanding of the Chinese 
herb industry to our customers in 
America.

Bozhou, China
In early November I visited the city of Bozhou, in Anhui 
province. Bozhou is home to arguably the largest 
Chinese herb market in the world. The purported 
birthplace of the famous physician Hua Tuo, Bozhou is 
estimated to have over 1 million mu (almost 165,000 
acres) of herb cultivation, and has 1 million people 
engaged in the planting, processing, or distribution of 
herbs.

One major feature of Bozhou is its impressive herb 
trading complex. Officially the Kang Mei Chinese 
Medicine City (Kang Mei is a publicly traded company 
and the largest supplier of raw herbs to China’s hospitals), 
the complex is a sprawling 35,000 square meters (about 
six-and-a-half football fields), and contains over 1000 
herb shops and 6000 stalls. There are zones for regular 
herbs and for more precious, expensive herbs, and an 
entire floor akin to a farmers market. Although we rarely 
purchase from herb trading centers, preferring to deal 
directly with farmers whenever possible, it’s always fun 
to visit. 

I was there with our Mayway Hebei partner, Mr. Wang, 
and our head herb master/buyer, Mr. Zhang. (Mayway 
Hebei is our joint-venture raw herb processing facility.) 
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Mr. Zhang travels for more than 300 days out of the 
year, meeting with herb dealers, visiting farmers to 
inspect crops, and generally collecting industry news.  
It was a special treat for me to watch Mr. Zhang in 
action at the herb market. His discerning eyes spotted 
the fakes, the aesthetically “enhanced”, and the overly 
processed. As he does in the field, at the herb market 
Mr. Zhang measures quality using true organoleptic 
means—sight, taste, and smell. He could not only 
identify all the herbs, processed or not, but could 
tell the quality and freshness purely by smell, and 
sometimes threw in a good lick or nibble to establish a 
fair price!

On the bottom floor of the central trading building 
was a true “farmers market” for herbs. There were 
hundreds of small metal lockers about the size of 
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A monument to the herb trade in Bozhou



a Postal Service mail dropbox, each of which four 
farming families might rent together. They will arrive 
at 6 am to display their herbs, which are samples of 
what has been harvested or is about to be harvested 
from their own fields. These are herbs often grown on 
a couple of acres or less, mostly yielding only a few 
hundred pounds of fresh herbs.  Buyers will inspect, 
smell, taste, and haggle, and if a deal is made, the 
farmer often leaves. Unlike the other more permanent 
herb stalls in the complex, this “farmers market” closes 
around noon, at which time there is a flurry of activity 
and slamming lockers (the place was deserted within 
15 minutes) when the farmers rush home for lunch and 
to process orders, often straight from their fields.  

While the herb market was a lot of fun and eye-
opening, my favorite part of travelling in China (and 
most anywhere) is meeting new people and learning 

about their lives. On this visit I met quite a few “herb 
people” of varying backgrounds, and witnessed much of the 
impressive entrepreneurial spirit in Bozhou.

One of Mr. Zhang’s local friends is Ms. Wang Pan Pan. Pan 
Pan is 30, the eldest of her siblings, and has been working 
with herbs her entire life. She is a 5th generation herb farmer 
in Bozhou, and cultivates a small farm owned jointly by her 
entire family. In Bozhou, up until about 10 years ago, land 
reform allowed Bozhou citizens from farming backgrounds 
to be entitled to a few acres each of farmland. Pan Pan’s 
family consolidated their land, and she works it all with her 
parents, siblings, and in-laws. They share a locker in the 
farmer’s market, and Pan Pan or one of her siblings is there 
every morning. Most herbs on their farm had already been 
harvested, but Pan Pan took us to see their small plot of Ju 
Hua, for which Bozhou is famous for.
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Another of Mr. Zhang’s friends, and also one of our 
suppliers, is Mr. Xu Xiao Hu. A young entrepreneur, Mr. 
Xu is only 28, but already a multi-millionaire. Like Pan 
Pan, Mr. Xu also came from an herb farming family, but 
decided he didn’t want to farm. Beginning in his teens, 
he went on buying trips with older relatives to Vietnam 
and Cambodia to buy Huang Jing to resell in China.  
Now Mr. Xu goes to Southeast Asia every other month, 
and currently trades in over 10,000 metric tons (22,000 

pounds!) of Huang Jing annually.

We also met Mr. Wu Jun, who was drying Bai Shao on 
the side of the road. Mr. Wu has a Bai Shao processing 
service, which he graciously took us to see. The peony 
is Bozhou’s city flower, and Bai Shao is one of its major 
crops. Previously, Bai Shao was hand peeled, but Mr. Wu’s 
little business has mechanized it, and the small operation 
showed major ingenuity. On a cleared field on his farm, 
Mr. Wu had built something reminiscent of a 6 foot wide 
concrete kiddie pool, but which had a wood-burning 
furnace underneath complete with chimney on the opposite 
end. There were also three large rotating drums. Mr. Wu’s 
workers would empty sacks of fresh Bai Shao roots into the 
pool, which was filled with water and bubbling because of 
the furnace. The Bai Shao was cooked a bit to loosen the 
peel. After about 10 minutes, pitchforks were used to scoop 
out the Bai Shao and toss it into the drums. A shovelful 
of gravel was added to help slough off the peels. As the 
drum spun, well water from a large hose was used to wash 
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away the peels, and after about 15 minutes, bright-
white peeled Bai Shao was transferred to Mr. Wu’s 
little blue pick-up truck to be taken for sulfuring and 
drying.

In stark contrast to Mr. Wu’s enterprise was the 
Du Family’s. We happened upon them as we 
were driving down a small lane in a more rural 
neighborhood of Bozhou. The young Mr. and Mrs. Du 
and his mother were sitting around a battered coffee 
table in the doorway of what looked like a small 
concrete warehouse, but which was actually also 
their home. They were processing fresh Peony roots 
into Mu Dan Pi.  A large pile of roots were being 
hand scraped with what looked like large shards of 
broken glass. Later, each root would be cored, then 
sliced and dried. We chatted as they worked, and I 
learned that these long roots, ranging in thickness 
from that of a pencil to about that of my thumb, had 
finally been harvested after 6 years. The Dus were in 
the process of scraping a little over 500 kilos (1100 
pounds) and once cored and dried, would be about 
250 kilos of Mu Dan Pi. They hoped to get about 
5000-6000 Renminbi ($800-$1000) for their crop. 
I was struck by the fact that as an investment, they 
would essentially be making $166 per year, not taking 
into account their hundreds of hours of labor. The 
American in me gawked at that. The Dus, however, 
seemed very content and joked and laughed as they 
were working.  

What I realized about these gracious people, from Pan Pan to 
the Dus, is that each one was optimistic and full of purpose. I 
appreciated and was humbled by their entrepreneurial spirit, 
their authenticity, and their obvious pride and satisfaction with 
their work. Although we operate and make our products at a 
much higher level, I felt a kinship with these new friends in 
Bozhou. No matter the level or the resources, they and I, and 
all the hardworking people I work with whether in China or 
here at Mayway, are doing work we believe in. 

Bio:
Yvonne has been the President of Mayway since 1997, 
but has worked in the family business since childhood. 
She first visited China in 1982, and still travels annually 
to China both for business and pleasure. She has had the 
good fortune to work with many people both in China and 
the US who are passionate about Chinese Medicine and 
about quality.

Yvonne has also been active as the Vice President of the 
Chinese Herb Trade Association of America, a trade group 
founded in 1984 representing over 300 Chinese herb 
importers, distributors, and retailers primarily in California. 
She chairs the Regulatory Compliance Committee for 
the Association, and in this role has lectured about 
Good Manufacturing Practices(GMPs) and best business 
practices, as well as organized and moderated meetings 
between regulatory agencies and the Association.
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